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Above and Below: Tanzanian activists and celebrities in the streets of Dar es 

Salaam asking Tanzanians to join the call for an end to extreme hunger in 

Tanzania and across the continent. 
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ACT FOR AFRICA! ACT FOR AFRICA! ACT FOR AFRICA! ACT FOR AFRICA! ----    BBBBACKGROUNDACKGROUNDACKGROUNDACKGROUND 

When in July 2000 African leaders adopted the Constitutive Act of the African 
Union creating the African Union (AU) they expressed a determination to take up 
the multifaceted challenges that confront the continent and its peoples in the light 
of changes taking place in the world.i This determination was founded on the 
“vision for a strong and united Africa, capable of meeting global challenges and 
shouldering its responsibility to harness the human and natural resources of the 
continent in order to improve the living conditions of its peoples”ii It is with this in 
mind that Africans Act 4 Africa (AA4A) was formed. Set up in August 2011 in 
response to the Horn of Africa food crisis, the campaign was aimed at galvanising 
the voices of African citizens to call on their leaders and governments to quickly 
and meaningfully respond to Africa’s food crisis.   

ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ----    PHASE ONE PHASE ONE PHASE ONE PHASE ONE     

The response to the campaign across the continent was encouraging. Within a 
remarkably short period of time, the campaign caught the attention of African 
policy-makers, a number of citizens and citizens groups. Built around the AU value 
of a people-driven union, in its first phase, AA4A achieved the following: 
I Rallied, in just 20 days, leading up to the August 25, 2011 African Union 

Pledging Conference for the Horn of Africa Food Crisis several regional, 
national and pan African coalitions and councils to come together with 35 
African musicians to request African governments to contribute financially and 
in kind and be part of the emergency response. At the Pledging Conference 
$43 million was pledged following a benchmark of $50 million that was set by 
AA4A.  
 

II AA4A developed a policy brief that was endorsed by Pan African Networks 
and Coalitions including the regional Councils of NGOs in West, Southern and 
East Africa. This policy brief was used as a reference document by members 
of the AU Commission in the lead up to, and during the AU Pledging 
Conference in Addis Ababa. The value of this brief was publicly acknowledged 
by the AU Commission Deputy Chairperson Mr. Erastus Mwencha. Speaking 
to BBC Network Africa on the morning of the conference, Mr. Mwencha 
applauded the work undertaken by AA4A in the lead up to the summit. At the 
conference AU Envoy to Somalia Jerry Rawlings publicly acknowledged and 
thanked AA4A for “…their policy brief ‘Africans Must Act’"  
 

III Through Embassy visits AA4A encouraged African Governments through their 
Embassies to give generously and develop partnerships with their citizens and 
private sectors and encourage them to also contribute. 
 

 
 

CAMPAIGN GOAL   

The overall objective of the Africans Act for 

Africa (AA4A) campaign is to galvanise the pan 

African citizens’ movement around the gravity 

of the East African food crisis by compelling 

African Governments to act swiftly, decisively, 

and meaningfully to curb the current crisis and 

ensure this is the last famine in Africa while 

holding them to account for delivery. 
 

CAMPAIGN OBJECTIVES 

1. Encourage African Governments to continue 

to lend immediate financial and in kind 

support to respond to the ongoing drought 

& famine  in East Africa  

2. Convince African Governments to make 

public commitments for short, medium and 

long solutions to ensure this is Africa’s last 

famine. 

3. Raise the profile and role of African civil 

society in humanitarian crisis response for 

the protection of human rights 

4. Encourage  African citizens in Africa and the 

Diaspora to build a platform in a show of 

solidarity and to pressure Governments to 

act   
 

CAMPAIGN APPROACH 

1. Movement Building: Work to build a pan 

African citizens’ movement who will 

mobilise and tell their Governments to take 

more action and make this Africa’s last 

famine. 

2. Lobbying: Pursue targeted lobbying of 

relevant AU Commission Directorates, 

African Heads of State and Former African 

Heads of States, African embassies in 

Western capitals, Middle East and Asia; and 

targeted national Government leaders and 

Technocrats. 

3. Awareness Raising: Use of national, regional 

and continental social platforms to raise 

awareness on the severity of the crisis, the 

possible solutions, and additional asks from 

African voices to ensure long term recovery 

and sustainable approaches make this 

Africa’s last famine  
 

CAMPAIGN’S KEY MESSAGE 

1. African Governments need to act urgently 

to respond to the current crisis in Horn of 

Africa.  

2. African Governments and regional 

organizations must develop and 

implement short, mid and long term 

policies and practices that will ensure this 

is Africa’s last famine.   
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IV Rallied over 35 African musicians from South Africa, 
Zambia, Nigeria, Kenya, Senegal, Tanzania,  
including Youssou Ndour, P-Square, 2 face Indibia, 
Lami, TY Bello, Eric Wainaina, Sauti Sol, Sara 
Mitaru, J Martins, Qwela Tebza, ProVerb, Fid Q, 
Chege, Nakaaya Sumaru and many others to record 
12 second messages in honour of 12 million African 
citizens facing famine. The compiled video was 
screened at the AU Pledging Conference hall and 
viewed by conference delegates and invited guests. 
View video http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-
hlvarCx8vY 

 
V Through AA4A partners, “call to action” press 

conferences were held in Lusaka, Morogoro, Arusha, 
Dar es Salaam, Abuja, Nairobi and Addis Ababa. The 
press conferences brought together Pan African 
farmers organisations and civil society organisations, 
national organisations, activists and musicians who 
called on African governments to show their 
commitment to end suffering from drought now and in 
the future. 
 

VI From the AU – ECA conference hall AA4A was the 
only platform that shared minute by minute live 
updates of the pledging conference proceedings via 
twitter. The tweets were received widely, and 
retweeted by mainly Kenyan and Nigerian publics 
considerably raising attention to the food crisis in the 
Horn.  

 
VII AA4A become the first CSO choice for media 

commentary on the conferences outcomes and AA4A 
representatives spoke to major international and 
national media houses on the calls for action with 
interviews transmitted widely through radio and print 
media. 
 

VIII In just 4 weeks, and by the end of the August 2011 
over 1,400, mainly African, men and women 
interested in Africa joined the AA4A facebook page. 
The page was instrumental in keeping members 
abreast of developments around the drought in the 
region.  

 

 
The success of the first phase of the campaign was 
possible due to the leadership provided by the AU 
Commission, the solidarity of Africa’s citizens and 
organisations with the 13 million men, women and 
children, the recognition that suffering and death from 
extreme hunger is unacceptable and that Africa is bound 
both by humanitarian imperative and AU principles to 
respond.  
 

ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ----    PHASE TWO PHASE TWO PHASE TWO PHASE TWO     

Acknowledging the momentum around the campaign, and 
further acknowledging the importance of rallying African 
citizens to demand a solution to the food crises, a follow-
up phase of work was developed. The second phase of 
work starting November 2011 sought to build on earlier 
gains with greater emphasis on sustainable development, 
civic participation, and stronger mechanisms for 
accountability.  
 
Cognisant of the need to amplify the calls for governments 
to meaningfully employ short, medium and long term 
solutions to tangibly address the food situation in the 
region, on International Human Rights Day - 10th 
December 2011, AA4A rallied African citizens from across 
the continent and in the Diaspora to call for action from 
African leaders in a twitter campaign dubbed 

#lastfamine#lastfamine#lastfamine#lastfamine.... 
 
The #lastfamine campaign called on African citizens to 
first, send their leaders messages asking them to make the 
2011 Somali famine the last famine in Africa; second, 
endorse the Charter To End Extreme Hunger;  and third, 
ensure that drought is substantively discussed at the 

“Africa is not poor, it’s just mismanaged. We should 

be telling a different story of Africa right now. Our 

Presidents, our Prime Ministers and Ministers, they 

are public servants. They are there to serve the 

people. We must remind them that their actions are 

based on the will of the people” 
 

Nanjira, Lead Singer Ma3 Band,  

Kenya 
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African Union Summit in January 2012. The goal of the 
day was to make #lastfamine a trending twitter topic in the 
targeted African countries.   
 
Below is a brief overview of the country actions in the lead 
up to and on 10th December 2011.  
 

Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa ----    In KenyaIn KenyaIn KenyaIn Kenyaiiiiiiiiiiii 

Kenyan artists and activists came together on 9th 
December 2011 and held a press conference that called 
for social media action aimed at drawing the attention of 
African leaders to the continent’s continued food woes. In 
attendance were leading Kenyan musicians Juliani, Amani, 
Nanjira, Chris Adwar, Collo, Fena and Baraza & Chimano 
from Sauti Sol.  The musicians called on Kenyans to tweet 
and send a clear message to African leaders that the latest 
crisis in the Horn of Africa needs to be the last famine ever 
on the continent.  
    

 

 

Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa ----    In NigeriIn NigeriIn NigeriIn Nigeria a a a     

The twitter action in Nigeria began with an AA4A press 
conference in Lagos on Saturday 10th December, 2011. In 
attendance were 4 leading Nigerian musicians and 
celebrities 2Face Idibia, Uti, Bez and Lami; 4 Oxfam in 
Nigeria staff; and 19 media houses from both print and 
electronic media. In their statements, all the celebrities 
expressed concern that Africa was still associated with 
famine and food insecurity in spite of its abundant natural 
and mineral resources. The celebrities confirmed their 
commitment to raise awareness on the issue as well as 
call on African leaders to fulfil their promises and increase 
their commitment to reducing poverty and food insecurity. 
It was noted at the press conference that although Nigeria 
will likely not be impacted directly by drought, it would be 
affected indirectly by the movement of people in the 

region. The musicians ended the conference by asking 
Africa’s leaders to be proactive rather than reactive around 
the already predicted crisis. 

Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa ----    In TanzanIn TanzanIn TanzanIn Tanzaniaiaiaiaiv    
 

In Tanzania, against the backdrop of celebrating 50 years 
of Independence, the AA4A team challenged the 
Tanzanian government to end famine using the slogan:        
    

End famine in Africa. Food, like freedom is a human right!End famine in Africa. Food, like freedom is a human right!End famine in Africa. Food, like freedom is a human right!End famine in Africa. Food, like freedom is a human right!    
    

Led by the Oxfam in Tanzania GROW team, AA4A 
partners and AA4A celebrities led by Fid Q hit the streets 
of Dar es Salam collecting voices of Tanzanians on 
famine. The AA4A Tanzania team creatively used different 
forms of media to draw attention to the campaign, call for 
action and make their voices heard by their President, 

“We are Kenyans, we are Africans, and we are 

stakeholders in this. African leaders have committed 

to act and we’re here to remind those leaders of 

their commitment. Before this crisis hit the region, 

we as the youth didn’t expect to get anything from 

our governments. But we cannot do this on our own. 

We need our leaders to step up.” 
 

Juliani, Kenya’s leading hip-hop artist 

 
Leading musicians from left Bez, Tuface and Lami (in red tshirt) with 

Brenda, Jamillah, Tunde and Abdulazeez the Oxfam team in Nigeria. 

Kenyan musicians from left - Juliani, Chris, Collo, Fena, Baraza, 

Nanjira, Chimano and Amani after the press conference in 

Nairobi. 
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Jakaya Mrisho Kikwete. The team effectively pushed the 
message and sought action from citizens through the 
employment of a number of mediums. Using FacebookFacebookFacebookFacebook    
they posted a specially designed AA4A flierv on prominent 
Tanzanian facebook pages such as Tourism Tanzania, 
Branding Tanzania, Tanzania and Sony Ericsson 
Tanzania. The team also paid for an AA4A Facebook AdAA4A Facebook AdAA4A Facebook AdAA4A Facebook Ad, , , , 
and by close of business on 11th December 2011, the 
facebook ad had appeared on the facebook page of 
everyone living in Tanzania and aged over 17 years. In 
paying for the ad, in Tanzania the campaign realised the 
following results: 
1. There were 2,450,678 impressions - (total number of 

times the ad appeared on the site) 
2. There was a campaign reach of 90,750 (unique 

people on whose page the ad appeared)  
3. There were 1,740 clicks on the ad.  

 

The AA4A team in Dar es Salaam also pushed the 
hashtag #lastfamine campaign, and collected call to action 
messages via SMS via a designated cell phone number.  
 

    

 

“Food crisis in East Africa & looming food crisis in West 

Africa? No more. NOW is the time to make this the 

world’s #lastfamine” 

Message from Steven Pienaar - South African player in the 

English Premier League (Tottenham Hotspurs) 

@therealstevenpi 

Acting For AfrActing For AfrActing For AfrActing For Africa ica ica ica ----    On TwitterOn TwitterOn TwitterOn Twitter    

Throughout the day on 10th December 2011 dedicated 
teams in Nigeria, Tanzania and Kenya kept the twitter 
campaign rolling and #lastfamine was on the timeline of 
many. At 1338 hrs (EAT) #lastfamine was the trending 
number one topic in Kenya and continued to trend for over 
12 hours.vi  Tweets came from primarily Nigerian, 
Tanzanian, Kenyan and diaspora publics with participation 
and presence from leading Nigerian, Kenyan and 
Tanzanian Celebrities.  

Statistics from Hashtracking.com indicated that by the 
evening of 10th December 2011 the #lastfamine had 
reached an audience of 587,672 followers and generated 
1,119,451 impressions.  
The twitter campaign elicited responses from the twitter 
accounts of President Paul Kagame of Rwanda and 
Jakaya Kikwete of Tanzania who tweeted as follows: 
 

“I am sure you are aware, other than signing [The Charter “I am sure you are aware, other than signing [The Charter “I am sure you are aware, other than signing [The Charter “I am sure you are aware, other than signing [The Charter 
to end Extreme Hunger], in Rwanda we have invested and to end Extreme Hunger], in Rwanda we have invested and to end Extreme Hunger], in Rwanda we have invested and to end Extreme Hunger], in Rwanda we have invested and 

continue to invest in eradicating famine continue to invest in eradicating famine continue to invest in eradicating famine continue to invest in eradicating famine ––––we r together”we r together”we r together”we r together”    
@PaulKagame@PaulKagame@PaulKagame@PaulKagameviiviiviivii    

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------    
“Thank you for this. Reminds me of how far we have come “Thank you for this. Reminds me of how far we have come “Thank you for this. Reminds me of how far we have come “Thank you for this. Reminds me of how far we have come 

to solve this problem in Tanzania to solve this problem in Tanzania to solve this problem in Tanzania to solve this problem in Tanzania #lastfamine”    
@jmkikwete@jmkikwete@jmkikwete@jmkikweteviiiviiiviiiviii    

 

 
Several people played a big part in pushing the 
#lastfamine twitter campaign. The role, however of leading 
urban African musicians and twitter celebrities from 
Nigeria, Tanzania and Kenya was significant. Cognisant of 
their extensive influence within the social media space 
(sharing between them several hundreds of thousands of 
twitter followers) this group of young Africans gave their 
voice, their time and their tweets to demand that African 
leaders act to end hunger, and with this they brought many 
on the continent into the conversation.1  

                                                           
1
 They are from Nigeria: Lami, Tuface, Bez, Sound Sultan, Omwaumi, 

Bayo and others; from Tanzania Fid Q, Jay Moe, Jerry, Beatrice, Gillsant 

Mlaseko, Amby Lusekelo, Issa Mwamba, Simplyluca, Abby Kirahi, 

mBongo, Chedi and others; and from Kenya Sara Mitaru, Juliani, Chris 

Adwar, the Villagers Band, Collo, Fena, Sauti Sol, Blackman, Ngendo, 

Ma3, Nanjira, Amani, Eric Wainaina, Buddah Blaze, Neema, Kaz, Dela, DJ 

Moz, DJ Celeb, and others. Last but certainly not least, Cecile from 

Jamaica.  

Tanzanian hip-hop artist Fid Q with Tanzanians calling for an 
end to famine in Africa 

 “We are the face of the youth, we represent the 

youth. Leaders are realizing that they need to 

connect to the youth. That’s why social media is a 

powerful tool and we are using it because we want 

to see our governments prioritize this issue. They 

need to put the food crisis top of their agenda.” 
 

Amani, Kenyan Pop Musician  
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Who Who Who Who we tweeted to #ACT 4 we tweeted to #ACT 4 we tweeted to #ACT 4 we tweeted to #ACT 4 AFRICAAFRICAAFRICAAFRICA    
@SAPresident, @presgoodluck, @jmkikwete, @odinga_raila @PaulKagame, @KagutaMuseveni, @michaelsata, 
@presidencyghana, @ArmandoGuebuza, @MeAbdouLayeWade, @President_RDC, @PaulBiya  @_AfricanUnion 

#lastfamine#lastfamine#lastfamine#lastfamine    
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Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa Acting For Africa atatatat    thethethethe    AU Summit AU Summit AU Summit AU Summit     

In January 2012 AA4A kept up the, pace and urgency 

around calling on governments to make the 2011 famine in 

Somalia the last famine in Africa and convened two 

events. The first, a few days before the 18th AU Summit in 

Addis Ababa was the launch of the joint Oxfam and Save 

the Children report on the response to the Horn of Africa 

food crisis - “A Deadly Delay: The Cost Of Late Response 

To Early Warnings Of The 2011 Drought In The Horn Of 

Africa”. Bringing together members of the AU Commission, 

representatives of regional economic blocks; Ambassadors 

to the AU and other government representatives working in 

Addis Ababa, the launch provided an opportunity to share 

the report findings and carry out advocacy work on the 

urgency for meaningful implementation of long term 

interventions that will see Africa become a food secure 

continent.  

On the sidelines of the 18th Session of the AU summit, 
AA4A members from Nigeria, Kenya and Tanzania met at 
a round table meeting themed:  reflecting, learning and reflecting, learning and reflecting, learning and reflecting, learning and 
looking forwardlooking forwardlooking forwardlooking forward. . . . 2    The meeting:  

1. Provided a platform for the exchange of country 
level campaigning experiences between partners 
working in Nigeria, Kenya and Tanzania, 
assessing the effectiveness and impact of the 
national and continental actions undertaken so 
far.  

2. Evaluated the importance and impact of southern 
campaign action to advance continental 
concerns.  

3. Developed a concrete strategy on how partners in 
the four countries can create synergies between 
them for increased regional and continental 
impact.  

 

                                                           
2
 See separate Addis Ababa roundtable meeting report for 

additional information.  

After reflecting on the impact of work that had been 

undertaken in the preceding 6 months, and aware that 

there was a growing food crisis in the Sahel region of West 

Africa, AA4A members decided that they would like to 

continue with the campaign for another 6 months.3  

 
 

                                                           
3
 See separate strategy note for additional information. 
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ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ACTING FOR AFRICA ––––    USING ALL THE TOOLS IN OXFAM’S TOOLBUSING ALL THE TOOLS IN OXFAM’S TOOLBUSING ALL THE TOOLS IN OXFAM’S TOOLBUSING ALL THE TOOLS IN OXFAM’S TOOLBOXOXOXOX    

OI and 

Affiliates
Countries HECA

HoA

Drought 

Team 

OGB 

Global 

Social Media Experts - Nigeria, Kenya, Tanzania

Continental Musicians - Nigeria, Kenya, 

Tanzania 

National Government representatives

Continental, 

Regional Bodies and 

Networks 

AU,  WACSOF

Regional 

Networks

IGAD, EACSOF

African Musicians and 

footballers in the 

Diaspora

Pan Africa 

Co-ordination

•OGB RiC 

Campaign  

Team 

•Global 

•Ambassadors  

Programme  

•In house 

Design

•Translation

Funding 

Campaign  

Leads 

GROW

Media

IT 

Campaigns

Policy 

Direction & 

Messaging  

Funding Funding

OI RiC 

Team 

• Digital 

Media  

teams

AA4A AND HOW IT ALL CAME TOGETHER: USING ALL THE TOOLS IN OXFAM’S TOOLBOX

WE  ALL TWEETED AND WE ALL BLOGGED

CONCLUSION CONCLUSION CONCLUSION CONCLUSION     

AA4A played an important role during the Horn of Africa 
food crisis. Designed to galvanise the pan African citizens’ 
movement around the gravity of the crisis and thereafter 
ask that Governments meaningfully provide solutions, the 
campaign achieved several key milestones. 
 
First, this campaign provided an opportunity to raise the 
profile and increase the engagement of African citizens 
and African CSOs within the humanitarian space. Second, 
the campaign highlighted the far reaching influence and 
importance of a ‘new’ group of champions / actors /agents 
on the African Continent pushing for greater accountability 
and governance – This campaign vividly illustrated that this 
‘new’ continental actor is young, internet savvy, owns 

and/or has access to a mobile phone, cares deeply about 
the African continent and if given a chance, is willing to 
#Act for Africa and call on others to Act.. Third, the AA4A 
campaign provided an opportunity for the convergence of 
humanitarian and governance spaces. In calling for African 
governments, to provide emergency assistance in time of 
great need African citizens, as right-holders, in the same 
breath called on their governments for increased 
continental accountability and action to end Africa’s 
hunger.  
 
For future work there are several opportunities to leverage 
on the conversations that are happening at a continental 
level and with continuous regional and country advocacy 
and lobbying on the continent it is hoped that the voices of 

Africans will ring in unified clarity ----    #lastfamine!!!#lastfamine!!!#lastfamine!!!#lastfamine!!! 
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ENDNOTESENDNOTESENDNOTESENDNOTES    
                                                           
i
 Preamble of the Constitutive Act of the African Union 
ii
 Sirte Declaration Fourth Extraordinary Session Of The Assembly Of Heads Of State And Government, 8-9 September 1999, Sirte, Libya 

EAHG/Draft/Decl. (IV) Rev.1     EAHG/Draft/Decl. (IV) Rev.1, Article 7.  
iii
 Media coverage of AA4A in Kenya included the following: 

 http://www.the-star.co.ke/word-is/word-is/53268-kenyan-celebs-join-the-africans-act-4-africa- 

https://www.oxfam.org/en/pressroom/pressrelease/2011-12-09/african-artists-and-activists-call-social-media-action-end-contine 

http://www.openbook.co.ke/tag/africans-act-4-africa 

http://www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2011/12/celebrities-launch-an-africans-for-africa-drive/?wpmp_switcher=mobile 

http://www.veepiz.com/starnewsview-viewnews-839-kenyan_celebs_join_the_africans_act_4_africa.html 

http://ch16.org/2011/12/09/pick-of-the-week-act-for-africa/ 

http://www.nieuwsbank.nl/en/2011/12/09/R020.htm 

http://www.menafn.com/qn_news_story.asp?storyid={ee81aa69-3637-4826-b331-eacdab25e950} 

http://www.capitalfm.co.ke/news/2011/12/celebrities-launch-an-africans-for-africa-drive/ 

http://www.oxfamblogs.org/eastafrica/?p=3563 

iv Media coverage of AA4A in Tanzania was as follows: Radio and TV - Live interview on East Africa Radio – 9th December, 2011; Clouds 

FM – 11th, December 2011, 7am News Bulletin; Clouds TV – 10th December, 2011, 10pm News Bulletin; ITV – 12th December, 2011; 8pm 

News Bulletin; Capital TV – 12th December, 2011, 9.30pm News Bulletin.  

 
v
 AA4A Social Media Flyer in Tanzania 

 

 

 

 

vi #lastfamine Trending on Twitter in Kenya 
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vii
Screen shot of the tweet from President Kagame 

 

 

 

  

viii
 Screen shot of the tweet from President Kikwete 

 

 

 

 

 

 


